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SoCs in sensing and wearable applications are aggressively duty-cycled to minimize
leakage energy losses. Such systems operate predominantly in Sleep mode, regularly
marked by brief intervals of Active operation to perform sensing or communication
actions. During Sleep, the considerable electrical energy stored in the domain-decoupling
capacitor (Co) leaks away, requiring the battery to deliver the energy (Ewake) needed to
restore Co to Vdd during the Wake phase ahead of Active mode operation (Fig. 13.7.1).
Because of the relatively limited energy dissipation incurred during the brief Active
duration, the overhead presented by Ewake constitutes a signiﬁcant fraction of total energy
dissipation, which degrades battery life signiﬁcantly.
Switched-inductor regulators (e.g., buck and boost) that typically power duty-cycled
SoCs can be designed such that that their current ﬂow can be reversed at run time. By
doing so at the onset of Sleep, Co can be discharged during a Recycle phase to allow a
portion of the stored energy (Erec) to be recycled into the battery at the expense of boost
converter losses (Ediss,boost). Entry into Sleep mode at a reduced Vdd (Vsleep) exponentially
reduces leakage energy (Eleak) losses in that mode. Both the recycled energy and this
signiﬁcantly reduced Eleak are returned to the SoC during Wake at the expense of buck
converter losses (Ediss,buck). Recently reported energy harvesting voltage converters have
used bi-directional power ﬂow to deliver surplus solar energy to a supercapacitor or a
backup source, but they do not address the problem of efﬁcient energy recycling from a
continuously declining domain voltage (Vdd) [1]. Switched-capacitor (SC) converters with
conﬁgurable Vout/Vin ratios have been used to recycle energy from duty-cycled domains
[2], but their inherently granular voltage conversion ratios hinder efﬁcient recycling.
Furthermore, prior work completely recycles the charge stored on Co so that Vsleep=0:
such an approach is sub-optimal. Minimizing Sleep mode loss (Eloss) involves trading off
reduced Eleak from lower Vsleep with the associated increase in converter losses (Ediss,boost,
Ediss,buck), which yields an energy-optimal Vsleep (V *sleep) value. Process, Voltage,
Temperature (PVinT) variation and Sleep duration (Tsleep) all inﬂuence V *sleep, requiring
run-time tracking.
This paper presents an energy recycling architecture for reducing overall energy
dissipation in duty-cycled systems by minimizing their considerable Sleep leakage losses.
The architecture allows shared use of regulator circuits across all system operation
modes to minimize area overhead. A run-time Eloss optimizer maintains minimum Sleep
mode losses under variations in PVinT and Tsleep. Measurements indicate Sleep mode
energy reductions of up to 57.3%, and autonomous V *sleep tracking accuracy that achieves
an Eloss of within 5% of the true minimum on average.
The regulator operation during Wake, Active and Recycle is summarized in Fig. 13.7.2.
To efﬁciently regulate a low-power design, the regulator operates in Pulse Frequency
Modulation (PFM) mode during Wake/Active modes, delivering a triangular current pulse
to the load if a comparator determines that Vdd < VREF. The current pulse consists of
inductor current (IL) buildup up to a desired maximum current IL,MAX limit followed by an
IL ramp-down until IL=0. Current comparators I-CMPP and I-CMPN indirectly detect IL
threshold events using the voltage drop across bridge switches MP and MN to control
their gate drive. During Recycle, the regulator operates in boost-mode with continuously
discharging Vdd as its power source while charging the battery as its load. The efﬁciencymaximizing discharge current, determined by converter conduction and switching losses,
is effectively independent of Vdd. Thus, a constant current limit (ILmax,boost) is maintained
for the boost operation. Boundary conduction mode (BCM) operation guarantees system
stability and allows effective circuit re-use during recycling: I-CMPP and I-CMPN provide
zero-crossing and peak IL current detection respectively during Recycle. During Sleep,
both MP and MN are off.

performed (Nrecycle) to adjust Vsleep in the direction of decreasing Eloss. This update is
performed at each duty-cycle event until the optimizer solution dithers around V *sleep
(equivalently N *recycle). Continuous adjustment of V *sleep through Nrecycle allows it to track
run-time PVinT and Tsleep variations. Any abrupt change in Tsleep is relayed to the optimizer
by the system in logarithmic units. The optimizer exploits the exponential N *recycle vs Tsleep
relationship to maintain V *sleep.
The architecture is demonstrated in a PFM buck regulator powered duty-cycled ARM
Cortex-M0 processor in 65nm CMOS. A die photograph of the system is shown in Fig.
13.7.7. Circuits for recycling and run-time Eloss optimization present an area overhead of
0.02mm2 (5.3%). Under nominal operation, Vin=1.8V, ILmax(buck)=120mA,
ILmax(boost)=100mA, Co=10μF. The controller clock, used to measure Recycle and Wake
durations, operates at 6.25MHz. The M0 Processor executes the fmax benchmark
provided by ARM in all experiments during Active operation. Figure 13.7.4 shows
measured waveforms demonstrating system operation under transient loading provided
by an integrated synthetic load during Active mode. Measured waveforms of duty-cycled
system operation across all four phases are also shown. Constant-current operation of
the converters during Recycle and Wake are observed to cause the linear Vdd transitions
which are modeled within the optimizer for Eloss estimation.
A summary of the measured operation and performance of the run-time Eloss optimizer
is shown in Fig. 13.7.5. Eloss comparisons are shown between Conventional (no recycling)
operation (Eloss,conv), Autonomous tracking by the optimizer, and True-optimum operation
achieved by using explicitly measured V *sleep. Autonomous tracking achieves Eloss within
5% of the True optimum on average. Also shown in the ﬁgure are measured converter
efﬁciency numbers across Vdd. The acquisition of V *sleep by the optimizer starting from
an arbitrary initial setting with Tsleep = 0.8ms is also shown. The optimizer converges Vsleep
toward the optimum V *sleep in successive duty-cycle iterations and settles to
approximately within one step size of V *sleep it its locked condition. The controller also
effectively manages abrupt changes in scheduled Tsleep by appropriately adjusting V *sleep
to achieve Eloss within 5% of the new True optimum in one cycle.
Measurements quantifying the energy efﬁciency of the architecture, and the overall
system energy beneﬁts of the technique for a range of Active operation cycles are
reported in Fig. 13.7.6. Also shown is a comparison to related work. For Tsleep = 3.2ms
typical of wearable applications, the design achieves 57.3% Eloss reduction when
compared to conventional (Vsleep=Vdd) conﬁguration inclusive of the approximately 2.7%
overall energy overhead presented by the technique. The overall energy reduction
achieved through optimal energy recycling depends on multiple parameters including
the dynamic and leakage power dissipation of the domain in Active mode, converter
efﬁciencies, Co and Sleep duration. The signiﬁcance of Eloss reduction achieved by optimal
recycling on total system energy dissipation reduces with increased Active mode
measurements. Nevertheless, measurements indicate a signiﬁcant reduction of 56.7%
in total energy consumption in applications employing 1000 Active cycles.
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Figure 13.7.3 outlines the need for digital, run-time Eloss optimization and its proposed
implementation. Eloss constitutes the sum of Eleak, Ediss,buck and Ediss,boost. Simulations
conﬁrm that reducing Vsleep exponentially reduces Eleak but the increased energy recycling
increases Ediss,buck and Ediss,boost, The resulting Eloss optimum at V *sleep is sensitive to PVinT
and Tsleep variation. To determine V *sleep at run time, the optimizer ﬁrst estimates Eloss by
evaluating an analytical expression for the total energy delivered by the battery during
the Recycle/Sleep/Wake sequence. The expression can be shown to depend on
parameters that are either constants, or variables accessible as state registers within the
optimizer. These quantities have been identiﬁed in Fig. 13.7.3. Once Eloss is estimated,
the optimizer updates the number of controller clock cycles for which Recycle is
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Figure 13.7.2: Proposed architecture recycles energy on CO using boost boundary
conduction mode (BCM) until Vdd reaches Vsleep. In Active, a current pulse is delivered
Figure 13.7.1: Leakage losses dissipate energy stored in conventional duty-cycled if Vdd < VREF. I-CMPP and I-CMPN are re-used in both forward (buck) and reverse (boost)
operation for peak and zero current detection.
voltage domains. The proposed approach recycles this energy into the battery.
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Figure 13.7.3: (Left) Simulated Eloss vs. Vsleep and N *recycle vs. log(Tsleep). Reducing
Vsleep increases converter losses (Ediss,buck and Ediss,boost) while reducing Eleak. (Right)
Eloss estimation model digitally estimates battery energy delivery during
Recycle/Sleep/Wake as a function of digital state variables, and guides the run-time
optimizer search for V *sleep by varying Nrecycle.

Figure 13.7.4: Measured waveforms of (Left) Active mode operation under load
transients
and
(Right)
a
complete
system
transition
through
Active/Recycle/Sleep/Wake. Constant-current recycling stops when Vdd equals Vsleep
tracked by the optimizer. Constant-current charging ramps the voltage of the load
domain to Vdd during Wake.

Figure 13.7.5: (Top left) Measured Eloss at Tsleep=0.4-ms. (Top right) Measured buck
converter efﬁciency. (Bottom left) Measured V *sleep acquisition by the tracker. (Bottom
right) Measured Vsleep transient resulting from abrupt transition in Tsleep provided to
the system.

Figure 13.7.6: (Top, Left) Comparison of measured Eloss vs. Tsleep under three design
conﬁgurations: Conventional non-recycling, Run-time V *sleep tracking, and V *sleep for
Minimum Eloss, obtained from bench measurements. (Bottom, Left) Measured total
system energy savings obtained by of recycling vs. processor execution cycles during
Active mode. (Right) Comparison table.
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Figure 13.7.7: Die micrograph.
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